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A L E X  C O L A R D
SWEDEN Artist - Business owner _ 2017 _ Fine Art / mixed techniques-line drawing-watercolor-acrylic-photoshop etc...

FRANCE  Freelance   _ 2012 _ hands-on ‘Polar’ bathroom design and installation [Belfort]
     _ ‘SauveQuiProd’ company, salon du batiment [Paris]
     _ ‘Le Pavillion du lac’ outdoor canopy design
     _ ‘Bateaux mouche’ decoration/party design
    _ 2011 _ hands-on ‘silver’ bathroom decoration [Nice]
     _ hands-on ‘Smart Delight Room’ restaurant design and installation [Nice]
    _ 2005 _ hands-on ‘Red & Royal’ bedroom design and installation [NYC]

NEW YORK Goldsmith Mannequins  _ january 2008 to 2014
  Artist/Assistant   _ to the president/creative director on special projects

 TerreformOne   _ august 2009 to 2011
  Freelance   _ Insectopia/cricket shelter original idea
     _ in charge of designing/modelling houses on wheels/legs for Homeway project   
       [Urbanism Model for Pratt gallery exhibition]
 Bluarch   _ june 2008 to september 2008
  Construction manager  _ Penthouse rooftop bar/club, managing a team of 12 construction workers   
  Intern   _ ‘Greenhouse’ club taking club measurements

 H2L2    _ april 2006 to september 2006
  Full time employee   _ 2D renderings of the Brooklyn Bridge’s ‘new’ railing
     _ 2D/3D renderings for a bridge in Philadelphia
     _ 2D/3D renderings and art commission package responsability for a pedestrian   
         bridge in 81st and 1st av.

 ICRAVE DESIGN   _ december 2005 to april 2006
  Project manager  _ Resort in Brazil, research, concept, renderings, plans, elevations...etc
     _ Restaurant/lounge/club in St.Lucia-Caribbeans
  Drafter   _ Crobar VIP room convertion to Pink Elephant Club
 
 POMPEI.A.D  _ june 2005 to september 2005
  Intern   _ Urban Outfi tters Las Vegas store, responsible for the 4chandeliers design, the choice of mosaic  
       pattern, contact with the providers and stores etc...

 NYC, USA
 Parsons The New School Of Design _ january 2008 to june 2009
      AAS graduate in Interior Design
 LYON, FRANCE
 Ecole Bellecour   _ september 2003 to june2005
      Interior Design Diploma/Brevet de technicien superieur
      [advanced vocational training diploma]
 BELFORT, FRANCE
 College Goscinny   _ june 2003
      BaccalaureatL [High school literature degree, double major in Fine Arts]

 Use of different techniques to communicate
 _Line drawing _Watercolor _Acrylic _Photoshop _3dsmax _Powerpoint _Illustrator _Indesign _Autocad _Arch.modelling...

 _ 12 pages in TAR Magazine article [as a mediator on the phone between Philippe Stark and Joachim Mitchell]
 _ paintings sold to Goldsmith [award winning showroom, when my canvases were exhibited there] 
    

Work Experience :

EDUCATION :

SKILLS :

AWARDS / HONORS :

Instagram: @alexcolardoffi cial
FacebookPage: Alex Colard
Google : Alex Colard
Web site: www. alex colard .com 
Cell: +46736234590   
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2- Biography
 a_ Education

My entire life has been dedicated to Art, my grandfather Lucien Colard was a sculptor, he taught me 
perspective when i was 8years old. i have always been drawing and painting before i started experimenting 
with other medias.

My mother saw the potential and interest i had for the Arts, and enrolled me to the local watercolor club. 
From 9.5 years old to 11 i was surrounded by mostly mothers and grandmothers who took me under their 
wings and taught me useful watercolor techniques. 
That is where i was introduced to the printing / engraving process as well, where you create a design, carve 
it in a plastic surface like linoleum for example, apply ink and press the plaque against paper. 
I was part of local Art Fair / exhibition when i was 11 years old, it was the fi rst time i was ever published.

picture of his workshop
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In middle school, from 11 years old to 15 years old, i decided to take my art teacher’s optional class 3 hours 
per week. I learned more drawing skills, and proudly showed her the work i was doing on my own. In that 
class i continued my introduction to engraving, on a metal plate this time, carving the motives and using a 
professional press. 
At the same time i started using the computer, learning the softwares by myself, Photoshop at 12years old 
and 3dsmax at 13 (i replicated my bedroom in 3D and continued with the entire neighborood at 14.)

Then i went to high school where i continued to take Art classes, and because in France you can choose 3 
types of Baccalaureat: Economic, Scientifi c and Literature, i chose the latest because it was the only one to 
incorporate Arts. Of course i took the optional class as well, which means i had 5h plus 3h, so 8h of Art class 
per week total. 

This is the program that i took the optional Art class Test, during the Baccalaureat.

The document on the next page explains the projects i presented.

The page after that is the confi rmation that i took all the Arts-Plastiques tests.

The following page is the actual Baccalaureat.
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After graduating i went to Ecole Bellecour in Lyon, to do a ‘Mise a niveau en Arts Appliquees’, for 1 year, it is 
a program that lets you apply your sensitivity and skills to a profession (graphic design, live drawing, interior 
design etc), in view of getting a concrete job. 
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After that year i chose to focus my skills on interior design / spacial design. I started a “Brevet de Technicien 
Superieur” which is a 2 year program. 

The following 2 pages are examples of the work accomplished during that interior design year.
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Actual physical model made with a white plastic sheet, with a core of translucent Plexiglas (staircase), picture 
fi nished with Photoshop.
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Pastels, markers and colored pencils.
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Around the same time i completed this acrylic painting of my grandparents

 b_ Interior Design+Art Work

Between my 2 years of BTS, in 2005, i decided to have an internship in an Architectural/Design fi rm, so i 
researched online, sent letters, portfolios and thanks to the help of a friend working for Air France, i left for 
the summer and moved to my dream city: New York.

There i worked for Pompei.A.D and helped to design Urban Outfi tters stores. From chandelier design, to 
mosaic pattern creation to fi tting room door details i had to adapt to another culture and the Imperial system 
of feet and inches. 
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At that time i realized i had no longer the need for school, or a french diploma, so i looked for and found a 
job in NYC with ICraveDesign.

I unfortunately had to go back to France after the summer to get a visa, and the company waited for me until 
December when i returned to the US. I found a room on Bleecker street, painted and decorated it, mostly with 
IKEA furniture.
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I later sold the concept with all the furniture, towels, cutlery for twice the price when i moved out.
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At ICraveDesign, i worked for a few weeks designing clubs, bars, restaurants. After proving my value to the 
boss, he let me work as a Project Manager on a resort in Brazil, i was 20 years old.

After making extensive research at Columbia University library (resort design, wind impact and patterns, 
housing natural cooling system, landscape design, green/ecological material available on site etc...) i 
completed the design in Autocad and 3dsmax, (bungalows, waist handling placement etc...)
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Afterwards other people carried the project while i started a new one for another client of the fi rm, the 
“Local” entertainment complex”.
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Even though this position and title were very attractive, i still had an intern’s remuneration, i needed a bigger 
salary to take care of my rent and survive in the Big Apple.

Consequently i found a full time job in April 2006, creating 3D renderings for the company H2L2, specialized 
in urban planning, and bridges. 
I started with the bridge in Philadelphia you can see bellow/in the next page, and then i was responsible for 
the Art commission package of the 81st street bridge.
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In July, i was discovered by a photographer who did work for GQ and Vogue, we did a photo-shoot, created 
my modelling book, and i signed with Boss Models NYC, 1week later. I was offi cially a model (crucial for an 
entrepreneur representing his name and company) but my visa had expired and the day i was suppose to 
walk at fashion week NYC september 17 2006, i was on a plane back to France.

At that time, i decided to take a year off, and travel the world. These trips were a great source of inspiration, 
as i learned different cultures and different types of Art. I went to India, Mexico, London etc,,,,,i visited 
temples and other sacred buildings, the Pyramids of the sun and the moon, the Anthropology museum in 
Mexico (my personal favorite) and i learned how other cultures create Art and represent their deities . 

Here are some examples of the “carnet de voyage” i made while travelling.
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I was living in Toulouse at Christopher’s apartment, who brought me to NYC the year before, and he was 
mentoring me on my art career. In 2006-2007 i went to Paris every week-end to sell my paintings in front of 
the Pompidou center. I was making 300 to 600 euros per week-end on the street. I was starting to believe 
more in myself and my abilities to paint and live on it. 

       i learned how to interact with potential
       clients, how to talk about my Art, 
       how to bring them into my world, how to
       make them want it, how to make them
       feel an emotional connection to it,
       basically the selling process from A to Z.

       Charm, politness, and the ability to listen 
       and when to talk were some of the lessons.
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“BEAR CLAW”_ mixed techniques  _ 2007 “YOUNG+OLD MEN”_ mixed techniques  _ 2007

“POMPIDOU”_ mixed techniques  _ 2007
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“TREASURE CHEST”_mixed techniques _ 2007

“ISIS/MOTHER”_ mixed techniques  _ 2007
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I could not stop thinking that i was suppose to be in NYC, i missed the opportunities the city had to offer so 
i decided to give it another try and fi nish my interior design studies to get an offi cial diploma, along with 
pursuing Art.
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I went to the best Design school in the world Parsons The New School For Design. With all the experience and 
the skills i had gathered over the years, painting in the woods as a teenager, working since i was 13 years 
old on the same 3D software architects used in the various companies, internships etc,, i had no diffi culty 
achieving that degree.

The following pages show some of the work i did during that year and a half instead of 2 (because i 
transferred credits from Ecole Bellecour)
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I met some great teachers, made some valuable professional connections, did an internship for Antonio Di 
Oronzo and his fi rm Bluarch Architecture in the summer 2008, worked on Greenhouse, the fi rst ecological 
nightclub in the US. 
After i graduated i worked with Joachim Mitchell and his non-profi t organization TERREFORM ONE (i created 
most of the models of moving houses, on wheels, legs etc...)
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The model was exhibited at the PRATT 
Manhattan Gallery.

The Pratt institute is a private school famous 
for it’s Architecture, Engineering and Fine Art 
programs.
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Even after graduating in may 2009, i continued to use the school premises for a year to teach 3D classes 
to my fellow students. i was making 50 dollars per hour, i had 5 to 8 students per week, 2-3 hours each (i 
posted a fl yer on the board in the entrance offering my teaching services. Word to mouth was a success, and 
i proposed free 3D models that i did myself at the end of each session: trees, glasses, tables, chairs, things 
that are easy to incorporate in an interior design rendering and enhance the warmth and credibility of the 
image).

it was a great experience: how to run a business, attract clients, time management, special offers, marketing 
etc,,,

In 2010 i entered an international Architecture competition with my Insectopia project i started developing 
it at Parsons with Joachim Mitchell. We had to fi nd out how to save the world,,,so i decided to fi nd out our 
civilization’s biggest problem, and how to resolve it. It turns out the most polluting business on earth is the 
cattle industry, because it includes: the animals water consumption, transportation of the meat etc... so i 
decided to create an insect farm in the city. Full of proteins and easy to grow, it is the food of the future.
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Recommendation letter
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With my interior design degree en poche, i marketed myself as ACID Alex Colard Interior Design. I had a 
few clients here and there, in France and in the US, but i was always consumed by the need to paint. I did not 
have a visa in America, so i continued to do a lot of travelling between 2011 and 2016. I kept on discovering 
the world,  design and paint, in France, Sweden, Italy, Thailand, Indonesia, Brazil etc... 

Italy
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Toulouse, France
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Nice, France
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SMART DELIGHT ROOM Restaurant _ Nice France _ 2011

Hands on renovation, wall/cabinets painting.
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Polar Bathroom _ Belfort France _ 2012

Hands on renovation, including concept creation, partition / chandelier design, material supply, 
painting, installation.
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During my time at Parsons The New School For Design, i continued to paint, went to gallery openings, kept on 
making and nurturing my professional connections. 

 c_ Art 2009 to 2015

That is when i met Dan Evans: President and Creative Director of Goldsmith mannequins:

Description:
Goldsmith has been a premier designer and manufacturer of quality mannequins since 1927. All of our 
mannequins, forms, accessories, fi xtures and furniture are custom-made in our own factories and workshops.

Goldsmith is based in New York, and for generations has designed and produced mannequins for many of 
the world’s leading retailers. 
A fashion leader and innovator, we regularly work on the most exciting visual merchandising projects in retail.

While we take great pride in our history, we are committed to developing future partnerships and delivering 
market-leading “Quality, Design, and Service.”

After graduating at Parsons in 2009, i started a relationship with Goldsmith mannequins, which was a great 
opportunity to develop an Art section in their product line. I created large canvases for them from 2009 to 
2015. The company manufactures a new collection of mannequin poses every year that they sell to large 
retailers like Macy’s and Bloomingdale’s, H&M as well.

“EGYPTIAN ILLUMINATION” _ acrylic, sharpie on canvas _ New York _ 2008
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Recommendation letter
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“GOLD” _ spray paint, acrylic, pastels _ New York _ 2009

This painting was a special commission for the 
Goldsmith mannequin showroom. Knowing that 
they are an international company i created 
a melting pot of different cultures and 
infl uences. The Gold Chinese sign in the center 
is meant to represent the Eastern culture, the 
Empire State Building shapes depicts the 
Western civilization and the pyramid with the 
north star in the center illustrates the Middle-
East.
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“THE ORIGIN OF GRAPHIC COMMUNICATION” _ acrylic, sharpie, glue, pastels _ New York _ 2010

This painting was a special commission for the 
Goldsmith mannequin showroom. I was inspired 
by the ‘Ancient Aliens’ program, and decided to 
use the cuneiform script from 3000 BC to 2600 
BC. I researched different types of scripture 
and wanted to focus on The Original written 
language. Choosing signs that resonated with 
contemporary symbols, i organized them in 
a way to tell a fable of aliens coming from 
heaven (red star) to Earth in their pyramid 
shaped spaceship , to bring technology (phone 
like icon) and impacting our ancient civilization.
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“THE ORIGIN OF GRAPHIC COMMUNICATION 2” _ acrylic, sharpie, glue, pastels _ New York _ 2010

In 2010, i invited my friend Stephanie D’Orglandes from Paris to use the showroom as a launchpad for her 
online Art Gallery: LE BAZ’ART. I exhibited my canvases as well.
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Recommendation letter
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“THE ORIGIN OF GRAPHIC COMMUNICATION 3+4+5” _ acrylic, sharpie, glue, pastels _ New York _ 2010
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“SANG REAL” _ acrylic, spray paint, watercolor ink, pastels, rope dipped in colored wax _ backlite diptych 
_ New York _ 2012

This painting was a special commission for the 
Goldsmith mannequin showroom. This is a pyramid 
view from the top, from the aliens’s point of view. It is 
a portal to earth, a machine. The vertical red strings 
of wax represents alien blood that was brought 
from above, and the horizontal fl esh-ton wax strings 
embody Humankind walking on the planet. These 
two kinds of blood are mixed at the center of the 
pyramid, hence the spiral motif, to make civilization 
evolve. This diptych has light-bulbs hidden behind the 
canvas to bring a magical and enchanting aspect to 
the piece.
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“W.OMAN/M.AN”_2010_[Louvre museum paris+DaVinci inspiration]  

“MODEL T” _ modular canvas  2012
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“C’EST LA VIE” _ acrilyc, ink on canvas _matte and glossy fi nish _ New York _ 2014

These paintings were a special commission 
for the Goldsmith mannequin showroom. 
They represent the different experiences 
and paths one can take. The big events in 
life are illustrated by the geometrical ponds 
of color, a red one could be a passionate 
night in bed with the love of your life or 
a mass murder depending on the point 
of view of the spectator. Furthermore one 
monochromatic milestone always leads to 
another and sometimes choice is offered to 
the lead protagonist. 
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“C’EST LA VIE” _ acrilyc, ink on canvas _matte and glossy fi nish _ New York _ 2014

These paintings were a special commission 
for the Goldsmith mannequin showroom. 
They represent the different experiences 
and paths one can take. The big events in 
life are illustrated by the geometrical ponds 
of color. A blue one could be a nautical 
excursion where the wind, the water, the sky 
and the soul merge into a perfect feeling 
of peace, or an unnatural blue rose created 
with genetic modifi cation to contain the blue 
pigment delphinidin, depending on the point 
of view of the spectator. Furthermore one 
monochromatic milestone always leads to 
another and sometimes choice is offered to 
the lead protagonist. 
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 d_ Art 2017

After a few years being on the road, and painting the big mixed techniques canvases in NYC (one month 
yearly) i started working with watercolors again in Brazil in february 2017. I traveled on my own, spent 5 
weeks there, met fantastic friends that showed me out to do Carnival and sold my Art at the front desk of the 
Villa25 Hostel and Suites in Rio De Janeiro.

Bellow you can see the fi rst watercolor i did when i arrived in Rio, that i sold to one of the guests. We became 
Facebook friends, and started an artist/client relationship that i kept on nurturing ever since.

After selling this artwork (i spent 5 hours drawing, and 3 hours painting on the street), it gave me the 
confi dence and will power to continue. 

You can see my drawing process on this lovely watercolor a fellow artist did of me (Ricardo Ferreira) 
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The 3rd painting in the gold frame was sold to a client in Indianapolis (USA)

I fell in love during a touristic excursion in Stockholm in november 2016, came back in march 2017, found a 
job at Malarpaviljongen, where i worked for 2 months, along with creating more and more watercolors. 
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Arto Winter allowed me to hang my Art inside the 
pavillion, which was a good way to picture having an 
exhibition in that space.

My creative juices were fl owing, and by chance, luck 
or destiny i drew Norrskar, one of the 3 remaining 
steamboats still in service. 

After carefull consideration, i decided to go with a 
monochromatic pop background, inspired by the rainbow 
fl ag. 

I chose to do the color in Photoshop to have a crisp and 
contemporary fi nish, but still have it printed on watercolor 
paper to give it a Fine-Art quality.
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I started to become so confi dent and focused on my Art that i organized an exhibition at the restaurant for 
the opening of the summer season may 30th.  

      

Here is the advertisement done on their Facebook page, 
followed by 8000 people and counting. 

And here are some promotional pictures
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I decided it was time (at 31 years old) to invest in myself, bet on my Future as a full time Artist 
and consequently on that exhibition. i took a risk and printed 40 signed and numbered artworks, 100 fl yers, 
bought the lighting system, the frames, ink to paint the strings black, etc... 

     I was fortunate enough to introduce
     myself on stage and attract my
     fi rst client.
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Flyer / biography / prices / contact information
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I then placed my art in Handkarft Swea, the ‘Tourist’ store in Gamla Stan, in the windows and inside. 

I chose to have other people sell for me, so i charmed my way in every store until someone accepted.

In between the 2 watercolor reproductions inside the store i added a note that says: 

“For more Art follow me on instagram @alexcolardoriginal” (my old insta name)
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The exhibition was such a success to me, that i made the big leap and 
started my Sole Trader business June 1st.

Ever since i have been expanding my client list, and reading how to run a 
business. Since i was 21 years old i red articles and books on how to be my 
own boss, i always prepared for the inevitable achievement of my life-long 
dream of owning my business.

I tried to sell my art on the street in Stortorget (unsuccessfully), before 
learning it was not allowed. Nevertheless i made contact with the tour 
guides that were showing groups of tourists around, and i brought a smile 
and good energy to this area.

I also started to create custom colors for clients that 
requested them, as well as continuing to diversify / 
expand my collection of reproducible artworks and 
adapt to the demand for more personalized boats.
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Always looking for a new way for people to see my art, i took pictures in different environments and posting 
them on social media.

Here is a series of photographs that show the different colors hung in different living areas, i market them 
as bathroom friendly, fresh for the kitchen, energizing in the offi ce and relaxing in the bedroom, so that 
potential clients see the link between specifi c colors inside specifi c rooms
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Another type of photo-shoot was necessary to attract a different kind of clientele, the jet-set VIP kind, that is 
why i used some of my international travel souvenirs to create an artistic concept around each color.
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Since July i continue to sell Norrskar to people i meet, and i 
have been developing custom made artworks.

For example: 

* this A3 size portrait

* these more contemporary images for Hugo&Celine (ice cream 
for dogs) 

 
* original and unique watercolors for dog owners

 
* and i just received an order to represent children

I am currently working on an exhibition i am going to have at the Engleson Gallery (Storkyrkobrinken 10) in 
Gamla Stan September 2nd to 14th 2017.


